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Abstract
Insights into the four-region strategic behaviour that drives global economic performance can be derived from
applications of the elemental multi-region, macroeconomic simulation model introduced in this paper. It has a
global general equilibrium structure that embodies bilateral linkages between represented regions via both trade
and investment. It is applied to strategic monetary policy during the post-GFC period, which has been
characterised in the US, the EU and Japan by increased aversion to downside risk, the stochastic equivalent of
pessimism over prices, disposable income levels and capital returns. The retention of full employment in the
pessimistic regions is shown to require very considerable monetary expansions and these tend to flood the other
regions with liquidity, temporarily raising their terms of trade, real consumption and investment while
appreciating their real exchange rates. The results further suggest elements of a coordination game structure
amongst the big four economies in which equilibria are characterised by collective monetary responses and
deviations are punished via reduced output and employment.
Keywords: pessimism shocks, macroeconomic coordination, China, unconventional monetary policy, spill-overs
1. Introduction
Critical to understanding the behaviour of the global economy is the interaction between the macroeconomic
policy regimes of the major economic regions, the US, the Western Europe and Japan, recently joined by China.
These regions are all “large” in that the policies of each affect the others as a group as well as the world’s many
smaller economies. Their behaviour is therefore highly interactive and strategic. The rise of China and other
Asian, heretofore developing, economies since the 1980s has not only underwritten global economic
performance but high East Asian saving rates have contributed to what became known as the “Asian savings glut”
(Note 1) Global real interest rates peaked in the mid-1980s and have fallen since, in part because of this relative
increase in global savings supply. Graduation into this group of large economies engenders a transition in the
macroeconomic policy toolkit since no longer can governments and central banks rely on “small open economy”
trade policy or exchange rate adjustment regimes without the prospect of retaliation from abroad (Note 2).
To capture these large economy interactions and the associated strategic aspects of macroeconomic policy
formation this paper introduces a multi-region general equilibrium model that incorporates elemental
macroeconomic behaviour. Importantly, the model embodies not only full matrices of trade flows but also
bilateral relationships between savers one region and investment in others that allow for the mobility of
investable funds while at the same time accommodating the Goldstein-Horioka association between home saving
and home investment. The section to follow offers a brief review of global macroeconomic issues and Section 3
details the model. The illustrative analysis of deflationary expectations is discussed in Section 4 and conclusions
are offered in Section 5.
2. Global Macroeconomic Policy Interaction
Despite its declining share of global economic activity, the relative openness of the US economy has seen it
continue to dominate global financial markets. Though unpalatable economic developments since 2007 have
tended to be been blamed on the GFC, the broad pattern of international financial flows does not appear to have
been permanently changed by it. Most importantly, the GFC foreshadowed a reversion to net saving positions by
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the privatte sectors of the US, the EU
E and Japann, while their governments took on net bborrowing positions, as
shown inn Figure 1. Ass Figure 2 shows, private ddebt, some off which had been
b
unsustain
inable, was reeplaced by
sovereignn debt, some of which rem
mains unsustaainable, leavin
ng heightened
d global unceertainty as to sovereign
financingg.
Prior to 22005, the largee US current account
a
deficiit had been fin
nanced by surp
pluses in Japaan and the oil producing
countries. Subsequentlly, and until after the GFC
C, China carrried the largesst share of thhe burden, as shown in
Figure 3.. China’s specctacular grow
wth at that tim
me saw it join
n the club of large advanceed economiess by 2010.
Thereafteer, China’s cuurrent accountt surplus begaan to decline with the shiffts in its domeestic saving-in
nvestment
balance aassociated witth its transitio
on to a more iinward-focusssed regime (N
Note 3). Nonettheless, both China
C
and
Japan rem
main substanttial buyers off US debt andd equities, hig
ghlighting thee potential forr disruption in
i US and
global finnancial marketts should theirr excess savinng continue to decline (Notee 4).
2.1 Globaal Finance over Two Decad
des
Consideriing the size annd comparativ
ve openness off the US finan
ncial market, its
i performancce is reflectivee of global
financial health. Channges leading up
u to and in tthe period beyond the GFC
C are suggestted by Figuree 4, which
shows thee yields on short and long term US Treassury bonds sin
nce the beginn
ning of the 19990s. Consisten
nt with the
segmentaation theory of the yield cu
urve (Johnson et al., 2010), long rates arre not merely the commonlly claimed
(Borio annd Disyatat 20011) expectatiional extensioons of short po
olicy rates. Th
he transactionn cost of finan
ncing long
term inveestments via a succession of
o short contraacts is prohibittive, allowing
g short and lonng maturity in
nstruments
to trade aat prices and yields
y
that difffer beyond w
what would bee expected fro
om time prefeerence and ex
xpectations
forces (Shhiller et al., 1983;
1
He & McCauley,
M
20113). Short bon
nds primarily serve domesttic financial seectors and
are instruuments of connventional dom
mestic monetaary policy. Movements
M
in their
t
yields shhow their cleaar links to
region-sppecific businesss cycles. Lon
ng bonds, by ccontrast, arbittrage with the major instrum
ments of private saving
and invesstment and are extensively traded internaationally. Theeir yields tend
d therefore to be more stablle through
time thann short yields and
a reflect mo
ovements in thhe equilibrium
m between glob
bal saving andd investment (Note
(
5).
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Figure 1.
1 Net private and governm
ment saving in the four largest economies,, % GDP
Sources: IM
MF IFS data base; Australia, ABS; China (Mainlandd, for 2012 authorss’ estimate is used
d for net factor inc
ncome), NBS; USA, Bureau of
Economic A
Analysis; Japan, BOJ;
B
EU, Eurostaat.
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Figure 2. Sovereign
S
debbt to GDP ratiios for selected
d countries
Source: OE
ECD Economic Outlook 89 database and The Econoomist.
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F
Figure 3. Excess annual sav
ving (current aaccount balan
nces) by key reegion, US$ billlions
Sources: IM
MF IFS data base;; China NBS; Jap
pan, BOP and Minnistry of Finance; EU27, Eurostat;; US, Bureau of E
Economic Analyssis.

Figurre 4. US treasuury bond yield
ds over two deecades
Source: US Treasury.

t be, substantially higher tthan those in the rest of
Consideriing that Asia’’s saving ratess have been, aand continue to
the worldd, and that most of the wo
orld’s incremeental economiic growth sincce the early 11980s has beeen in Asia
(Note 6), it is arguable that the trend
d decline in lonng yields refleects an associaated decline inn the Wicksellian (1898)
fundamenntal interest raate for the wo
orld as a wholle (Note 7). This
T view is disputed,
d
partiicularly as it pertains
p
to
the Bernaanke (2009) savings
s
glut th
heory of the G
GFC, which posited
p
that po
olicy-bolsteredd excess savin
ng in Asia
during thhe decade afterr the Asian fin
nancial crisis in 1998 reducced global yieelds and encouuraged risky in
nvestment
in the US
S and Europe. Persuasive allternative hyppotheses conceerning the origins of the GFFC have sincee been put
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forward bby Borio and Disyatat (201
11), Shin (20111) and Laibsson and Molleerstrom (20133). Yet these focus
f
on a
single deecade during which
w
the acttual decline inn long yields was comparaatively moderrate and so th
hey do not
discount tthe saving gluut story as a drriver of the lonnger term deccline since the 1980s (Aroraa et al., 2014)..
Relative to this compaaratively smoo
oth trend, the short yields in Figure 4 cllearly show thhe two large US
U cycles
that preceeded the GFC
C and the tighteening that ledd up to it in 20
004–5, when petroleum
p
pricces rose (Notee 8). It was
this tighttening that exxposed those investors
i
and financial insttitutions who expected shoort rates to remain low,
precipitatting the GFC. Beyond 2008
8, of course, thhe US (along with the UK and
a Japan) had
ad driven its sh
hort yields
near zeroo, exhausting all
a further sco
ope for convenntional monettary policy. Im
mportantly, annd this is clearr from the
more receent data on yiields represen
nted in Figure 5, the downw
ward trend in long yields peersists beyond
d the GFC
in the US
S, the EU and Japan. Yet thee evidence is bbuilding that the
t Asian saviings glut is ovver, led by decclining net
saving inn both Japan and
a China (Arora et al., 20114). What, theen, explains th
he subsequentt and continuin
ng decline
in long yiields?
2.2 Unconventional Monetary
Mo
Policyy
c
cen
ntral banks’ aachievement of money
Commonnly referred too as “quantitaative easing” (QE), this constitutes
expansionns via the larrge scale purcchase of longger maturity instruments,
i
including
i
longg term treasu
ury bonds.
Consideriing that the big three econo
omies have alll been very slow growing since the GFC
C, it is notablle that this
has led too the substanttial expansion
ns in central baank asset hold
dings shown in
i Figure 6 (N
Note 9). Thesee raise the
prices off long bonds and related instruments annd suppress their
t
yields. Unlike
U
more conventional monetary
policy, thhe QE focus on instruments that arbitraage closely with
w longer maaturity assets that are widely traded
internatioonally projectss the domestiic monetary ccycle beyond national bord
ders with imm
mediacy. In paart for this
reason, thhere is a tendency to see this policy m
matched acro
oss the three large advancced economiess, causing
financial flows into thee “economies in transition”,, including Ch
hina, as investtors seek out bbetter yields abroad
a
(He
& McCauuley, 2014) (N
Note 10). Ind
deed, Chen et al. (2014) sh
how that the resulting spill--overs have been
b
large,
affecting yields, equitty prices, exchange rates and endogen
nous monetarry responses in the “econ
nomies in
transitionn”.
The reasoons for these historic
h
and paartially unconv
nventional mon
netary expansions are centrral to the analy
ysis which
follows inn this paper. The
T three larg
ge incumbent economic reg
gions each hav
ve, by their ow
wn historical standards,
high unem
mployment. They
T
also havee historically hhigh sovereign
n debt overhan
ngs. To addresss the unemplloyment in
the short run, further fiscal expanssion thereforee seems unwiise, yet their liquidity trapps prevent con
nventional
monetaryy expansions. QE has offeered an alternnative stimulatory course, so
s long as prrivate portfoliio holders
preoccupied with the risk of deflatio
on are prepareed to hoard at least part of th
he money thuus supplied. Under these
conditionns, acquisitionns by central banks offer tthe convenien
nce of additio
onal leeway ffor further go
overnment
deficit sppending. A widely
w
unconssidered conseequence, how
wever, is that these unconnventional cen
ntral bank
acquisitioons have keptt downward pressure
p
on loong yields an
nd so tended to
t mask the rrecent declinee in Asian
excess saaving.

Source: US Treasury.
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Source: Eurropean Central Baank.

Source: Eurropean Central Baank, Reuters.

Figgure 5. US, Eu
uropean and Jaapanese goverrnment bond yields
y
since 20000

Figure
F
6. Centtral bank assetts, US$ trillion
ns
Sources: EU
U, ECB; United States,
S
Japan: St. Louis Federal Reeserve Database; China, National Bureau
B
of Statistiics.
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2.3 The G
Global Game
Unconvenntional monettary policy is,, for the preseent, a key instrument in a strategic game
me within the small
s
club
comprisinng the three inncumbent, ad
dvanced regionns, now joined by China. A substantial m
monetary exp
pansion by
one regioon tends to require
r
a matching responnse from the others to avo
oid appreciatio
ions that wou
uld reduce
competitiiveness. In Chhina, the otheer transitional economies an
nd the resourcce exporting eeconomies lik
ke Canada
and Austrralia, outside the club, the result of aggrressive monettary policy in the large advvanced regionss has been
acceleratiing inflation, or more substantial nominnal appreciatiions relative to the US (N
Note 11). Tayllor (2013)
laments tthe resulting departure from the stable,, “rule-like” pre-GFC
p
mon
netary policiess, resulting in
n what he
refers to as the “globbal great dev
viation”. Furthher such uncoordinated reesponses of ccentral banks could be
destabilissing, suggestinng the need fo
or more activee official coorrdination. Engel (2014) takees up this them
me, noting
that the major determ
minants of nom
minal exchannge rates in the
t past decade have beenn monetary policy
p
and
expectatioons over it, raather than the more
m commonnly analysed supply
s
side sh
hocks.
Recent m
movements in the major cu
urrencies sincce 2000, show
wn in Figure 7, show that the US$ has gradually
depreciatted against all.. Beyond that,, the Yen, the Euro and the Yuan have ten
nded to move together, partticularly in
the afterm
math of the GF
FC, when they
y appeared to stabilise aroun
nd their 2000 relativities, allbeit all appreeciating by
a third aggainst the US$. Very recen
ntly, there hass been a break
k from this paattern with Jap
apan’s “Abeno
omics first
arrow”, rrequiring moree aggressive QE
Q and causinng a substantial depreciatio
on relative to the others. By
B contrast
with prevvious decadess, this deprecciation has beeen tolerated by the otherr advanced ecconomies. Th
he US has
pressuredd Japan less over
o
its exchaange rate sinnce the turn of
o the century
y, which is duue in part to its recent
stagnationn, the rise off China and th
he fact that Jaapan is now the
t smallest of
o the big fouur economic regions, so
policy deeviations by it
i are less costly to the otthers (Taylor, 2006). All this suggests a “coordinatiion game”
structure for the rewarrds from macrro expansion ppolicies withiin the large ecconomy club. The analysiss to follow
investigattes this in the context of an elemental moodel of the glo
obal economy..

Figure 7. Nominal exchange ratee indices vs th
he US$
Source: IMF
F IFS and Eurosttat.

3. Modellling Macroecconomic Interdependencee
The analyysis addressess short run dep
partures from
m the underlyin
ng long run grrowth path off the global ecconomy. A
multi-reggion general eqquilibrium stru
ucture is usedd that centres on
o the global financial
f
capittal market. Acccordingly,
it offers a new approach to modelling internationnal financial flows
f
in a detterministic settting. It is assumed that
the financcial products of each region
n are differenttiated and thaat portfolio maanagers assignn new net saving across
regions sso as to maaximise expeected portfoliio returns given this diffferentiation. This approacch retains
Feldsteinn-Horioka (19880) home bias while allow
wing significan
nt redirectionss in financial flows at the margin. It
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also allow
ws the level of global fin
nancial markeet integration
n to be param
meterised by vvarying this degree of
differentiiation. The scaale of spill-ov
ver effects asssociated with growth perforrmance, excesss saving and monetary
policy theerefore depend on it.
Althoughh there is a tendency
t
for financial flow
ws to move the global ecconomy towaard interest parity,
p
this
differentiiation preventss its achievem
ment in the lenngth of run con
nsidered. At th
he same time,, regional rates of return
on equityy investmentss depart from
m regional boond yields, th
he former refflecting expeccted rates of return on
installed capital and the
t latter short run equilibbrium in regiional financial markets bettween savers, indebted
governmeents and inveestors. Global bond markett integration ensures
e
that yields
y
in one region are afffected by
monetaryy policy in others, reflectiing the high rate of monetary spill-ov
ver that is chharacteristic of
o modern
“unconveentional” monnetary policy (N
Note 12).
Within eaach region thee demand for money
m
is drivven by a “cash
h in advance” constraint appplying across the whole
of GDP. F
For any one household,
h
home money is held in a porrtfolio with lon
ng maturity bbonds, which are
a claims
over physsical capital across
a
the regiions and domeestic governm
ment debt (Notte 13). Six reggions are iden
ntified: the
US, the E
EU, Japan, Chhina, Australiaa and the Restt of the World
d, though the focus
f
of this ppaper is on thee first four
(Note 14)). Each regionn supplies a sin
ngle product tthat is also diffferentiated from the produc
ucts of the otheer regions.
On the suupply side, theere are three primary
p
factorrs with “produ
uction” labourr (L) a partiallly unemployeed variable
factor whhile the stockss of physical capital
c
(K) annd skill (S) aree fixed and fu
ully employedd. Collective households
h
are net saavers with redduced form co
onsumption deepending on current
c
and expected future disposable in
ncome and
the homee interest rate. Aggregate co
onsumption iss subdivided via
v a single CE
ES structure bbetween the products of
all the reggions. The moore routine dettails of the moodel are provid
ded in Append
dix A.
3.1 Finanncial Markets
Here the modelling departs from convention by iincorporating explicit portfo
olios of assetss from all regions. Data
on regionnal saving annd investmentt for 2011 is first combin
ned with that on internatioonal financiall flows to
constructt an initial maatrix to allocatte total dome stic saving in
n each region to investmentt across all th
he regions.
From thiss is derived a correspondin
ng matrix of iinitial shares of region i’s net
n (private an
and government) saving
that are aallocated to thee local savings supply that ffinances invesstment in regio
on j, iijS0. Wheen the model is
i shocked,
the new sshares are calculated so as to favour invvestment in reegions, j, with comparativelly high after tax
t yields,
generallyy implying higgh expected real gross rates of return, rce. This is calcullated as:
(1)
K

P

where Pi is the price of capital goods,
g
which in this model are linked by
b an exogenoous factor to Pi , the
producer price of the region’s
r
generric good (Notee 15). The (ex
xogenous) expected proportitional change in the real
e

ustment is madde using an in
nterest premium
m factor,
exchangee rate is eˆi . A further adju

ϕi , that is defineed relative

to the US
S ( ϕUS = 1 ). This
T permits consideration
c
of the effectss of changes in sovereign rrisk in association with
the fiscal balance. Incrrements to regional sovereiggn risk cause investments
i
in
n those regionns to be less atttractive.
  Gi

φi


S"
  , ∀i ≠ " US

  Ti
where φ i is an elasticity indicating sensitivity to sovereign risk.

ϕi = ϕi0  

GUS
TUS

(2)

In regionn i, then, the demand
d
for in
nvestment finnancing depen
nds on the rattio of the exppected rate off return on
installed capital, rice and a domestic market cleaaring bond yieeld or financin
ng rate, ri .
ε iI

I iD  rice 
= 
(3)
I i0  ri 
e
the reelationship to reflect Tobin’s Q-like behaaviour. This in
nvestment
where ε iI is a positivve elasticity enabling
demand iis then matched in each reg
gion by a suppply of saving
g that incorpo
orates contribuutions from alll regional
householdds.
Region i’’s portfolio maanager allocattes the proporrtion iijS
investmennts in regions j, such that

i

S
ij

of its annual (priv
vate plus goveernment) saviing to new

= 1 (Noote 16). Becauuse the newly issued equityy is differentiaated across

j
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regions based on un-modelled and unobserved region-specific properties, their services are combined via a
constant elasticity of substitution (CES) function specific to each regional portfolio manager. Thus, region i’s
household portfolio management problem is to choose the shares, iijS , of its private saving net of any
government deficit, SiD = SiP + T D + T I − G , which are to be allocated to the assets of region j so as to
maximise a CES composite representing the value of the services yielded by these assets:
−

1

ρi
F
D 
S − ρi 
=
max
U
S
α
(
i
)
such that  iijS = 1
(4)



i
i
ij
ij
iijS
j
 j

Here αij is a parameter that indicates the benefit to flow from region i’s investment in region j. The CES

parameter, ρi , reflects the preparedness of region i’s household to substitute between the assets it holds. To
induce rebalancing in response to changes in rates of return the αij are made dependent on ratios of after-tax
yields in destination regions, j, and the home region, i, via (Note 17):
λi

Here, τ iK

r τK 
α ij = βij  j Kj  ∀i, j , λi > 0 ∀i
(5)
r τ 
 i i 
is the power of the capita income tax rate in region i. This relationship indicates the responsiveness of

portfolio preferences to yields, via the (return chasing) elasticity λi . The allocation problem, thus augmented,
is:
λi

 rj τ Kj  S − ρ 
F
D

max
(i ) i 
U i = Si  βij 
 r τ K  ij
iijS
 j

i
i





−

1

ρi

such that  iijS = 1

(6)

j

Solving for the first order conditions we have, for region i’s investments in regions j and k:
1

 βij 1+ ρi
=

S
iik  βik 
iijS

λi

 rj τ Kj 1+ ρi


 rk τ kK 



(7)

This reveals that region i’s elasticity of substitution between the bonds of different regions is
σ iI = λi (1 + ρi ) > 0 , which has two elements. The return-chasing behaviour of region i’s household ( λi ) and
the imperfect substitutability of regional bonds, and therefore the sluggishness of portfolio rebalancing ( ρi ).
The optimal share of the net domestic saving of region i that is allocated to assets in region j then follows from
(7) and the normalisation condition, that  iikS = 1 :
k

iijS =

1
σ iI
λi

σI

i
(8)
 β ik   rk τ kK 
k  β   r τ K 
 ij   j j 
The key matrix for calibration is [βij]. These elements are readily available, first, by noting that only relative
values are required and hence, for each region of origin, i, one value can be set to unity, and second, by making
the assumption that the initial database has the steady state property that the net rates of return in regions j are
initially the same as the market bond yield, rj. Then, since in the base data rije 0 = rj0 , rike 0 = rk0 , the β ij s are

available from a modified (5):
To complete the financial market specification, investment demand in each region is equated with the global
supply of saving to that region. Total investment spending in region j, in j’s local currency, is then:

E 
I j = I Dj =   iijS SiD i  , ∀j
(9)

E j 
i 
where Ei is the nominal exchange rate of region i relative to the US$, which is the numeraire in the model
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(EUS=1). The regional real bond yields (interest rates, rj ) emerge from this equality. Their convergence across
regions is larger the larger are the elasticities of asset substitution, σ Ij .
3.2 Regional Money Market Equilibrium
A cash-in-advance constraint is assumed to generate transactions demand for home money across all components
of GDP. The opportunity cost of holding home money is set at the nominal after-tax yield on home long term
bonds. Real money balances are measured in terms of purchasing power over home products.
D
i

m =a

MD
i

( yi )

ε iMY

 ri + π iYe 


K
 τi


− ε iMR

=

M iS
Pi Y

(10)

Here y is real regional GDP, PY is the GDP price and π iYe is the expected inflation rate of the GDP price level, PY,
which is defined in Appendix 1. The nominal money supply, M S , can be set as an exogenous policy variable or
endogenous to a price level or exchange rate target.
3.3 The Database and Parameters
The model database is built on national accounts, international trade and financial data for the global economy in
2011. The relative sizes of the four major economic regions, the US, the EU, Japan and China are indicated in
Table 1, from which it is clear that China’s economy (even measured without PPP adjustment) is not the smallest
of them and it matches the largest in investment, exports and saving.
Table 1. Relative economic sizes of China and the other large regions, ca 2011
% of world

China

US

EU(26)

GDP

11

22

26

Japan
9

Consumption, C

8

27

26

9

Investment, I

20

15

22

8

Government spending, G

7

20

30

10

Exports, X

17

17

25

7

Imports, M

15

21

23

8

Total domestic saving, SD

19

13

20

9

Sources: National accounts data supply most of the elements though adjustments have been required to ensure that current accounts sum to zero
globally, as do capital/financial accounts. The IMF-IFS database is the major source but there is frequent resort to national statistical databases.

Table 2. Regional economic structure, 2011
% of GDP

US

EU(26)

Japan

China

Australia

RoW

C

0.712

0.580

0.605

0.450

0.536

0.550

I

0.155

0.191

0.200

0.410

0.275

0.240

G

0.171

0.217

0.204

0.114

0.177

0.199

X

0.139

0.175

0.151

0.285

0.217

0.200

M

0.177

0.163

0.161

0.259

0.204

0.189

Indirect tax rev, TI

0.144

0.235

0.047

0.125

0.070

0.130

Direct tax rev, TD

0.017

0.015

0.124

0.035

0.093

0.061

Total tax rev, T

0.161

0.250

0.171

0.160

0.163

0.191

Private saving, SP

0.127

0.169

0.224

0.390

0.301

0.259

Govt saving, SG

-0.010

0.034

-0.034

0.046

-0.013

-0.008

Total saving, SD

0.155

0.191

0.200

0.410

0.275

0.240

Monetary base, MB

0.133

0.114

0.220

0.411

0.134

0.250

Capital stock, K

3.317

3.414

4.239

2.740

4.027

2.000

Sources: National accounts data supply most of the elements though adjustments have been required to ensure that current accounts sum to zero
globally, as do capital/financial accounts. The IMF-IFS database is the major source but there is frequent resort to national statistical databases.

The structures of the regional economies are indicated in Table 2. They differ in important ways. The US has a
high consumption share of GDP, China a low one. Necessarily, then, the US has a low saving share while China
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has a high one. Some regions are more dependent on indirect taxes than others, which makes a difference to the
proportion of GDP made up of factor cost and hence the size of the household budget and the gap between
producer and GDP prices. The EU is relatively dependent on indirect taxes, for example.
Since these taxes (at least those accounted for in the model) fall most heavily on consumption, changes in saving
behaviour have strong implications for fiscal deficits and, indirectly, for interest premia. Investment is larger in
some than in others, being extraordinarily high in China. And then, of course there are the fiscal deficits that are
largest in the US and Japan, and the current account surpluses or capital-financial account deficits in Japan and
China, at least partly funding the very substantial deficit in the US.
Interactions between these large economies through trade are captured in the consumption expenditure matrix
shown in Table 3. It is derived from the combination of national accounts with a matrix of trade flows. The flows
are expenditures inclusive of indirect taxes, converted into the shares of total expenditure on goods and services
by each country. Implicit, and consistent with the one-good per region model, is the assumption that investment
and government spending make demands on the markets for home goods only. As it turns out, this assumption
has important implications for the representation of China in the model. Since its consumption is comparatively
low and its investment high, home products are mostly absorbed by investment and government spending and so
China’s consumption is distributed more evenly across regional goods than for the other economies. This
suggests a case for an import-dependent capital goods industry in the model.
Table 3. Shares of consumption by region of origin, 2011a
% of row consn expenditure

US

EU(26)

Japan

China

Australia

US

65.9

10.3

2.3

6.1

0.5

RoW
14.9

EU(26)

12.0

43.9

2.9

11.2

0.6

29.4

Japan

4.7

5.1

69.1

6.5

2.3

12.3

China

10.4

18.2

11.2

17.6

4.5

38.1

Australia

8.1

12.8

3.8

9.2

53.7

12.5

Rest of world

14.4

22.0

3.9

10.6

1.0

48.1

Note. a These shares sum to 100 horizontally. They are based on the 2011 matrix of trade flows combined with consumption expenditure data
in each region. The resulting matrix is inconsistent as between data sources and so a RAS algorithm is used to force consistency of bilateral
elements with national accounts data.
Sources: Implied trade flows are for 2011, drawn from the World Trade Organisation database.

Table 4. Shares of total domestic saving directed to investment in each region, 2011a
% of row total saving

US

EU(26)

Japan

China

Australia

RoW

USb

68.0

13.3

6.4

6.4

1.5

4.4

EU(26)c

12.9

80.1

2.3

2.3

0.9

1.5

Japand

14.0

3.3

72.2

6.2

0.7

3.6

Chinac

9.2

0.6

0.9

81.1

0.1

8.0

Australiae

13.0

4.8

2.3

2.1

77.3

0.4

Rest of world

3.4

3.9

2.6

2.8

0.1

87.2

Note. a These shares sum to 100 horizontally. They are based on 2011 investment flows. Elements are adjusted so that row and column sums
are consistent with other data. The row sums of the flow matrix are total saving by region and the column sums are total investment by region.
These sums are sourced from the IMF-IFS database and the World Bank database.
b USA: values are based on official statistics, BEA.
c EU and China: indirect information from USA, Australian and Japanese statistics.
d Japan: estimated based on FDI data, assuming investment outflow=FDI*1.6. The ratio 1.6 is that of USA reported inward investment from
Japan divided by Japanese reported outward FDI to the USA.
e Australia: Australian Bureau of Statistics "International Investment Position, Australia: Supplementary Statistics, 2011".
f ROW is a residual. Its saving is inferred from national accounts estimates and its investment abroad is determined to balance the matrix of
financial flows.

The financial interactions between the regions are indicated by the saving-to-investment flows in Table 4. These
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show the expected Feldstein-Horioka (1980) behaviour but also that there are substantial financial interactions
between the US, the EU and Japan in particular. The share of excess saving directed to the US might be expected
to change due to the recent decline in reserve accumulation by China and its substitution with outward FDI that,
most recently, has not been directed to the US (Tyers et al., 2013).
4. Pessimism Shocks, Monetary Policy and Strategic Interaction

Comparative static analysis using the model requires that a set of shocks be applied to exogenous policy
variables or behavioural parameters. These “levers” are listed in Table 5 (Note 19). Associated closure choices
available in the model are listed in Table 6.
Table 5. Exogenous variables for experimentation
Policy

Instrument

Tax rates

Labour income tax

tL

Capital income tax

tK

Consumption tax (GST)

tC

Import tariff

tM

Export tax

tX

Government spending, US$ trillion

G

Fiscal policy

fiscal surplus, US$ trillion

SG

Monetary policy

Monetary base, US$ trillion

MB

Reserve to deposit ratio

ρ

Expectations over future values

Consumer price inflation rate

πCe

GDP price inflation rate

πYe

Real exchange rate appreciation

eˆ e

Nominal disposable income

Y De

Rate of return on installed capital

rCe

Productivity

TFP

AY

Saving

Consumption preference shifter

AC

Central banks in the US, Europe and Japan have found themselves in liquidity traps (effectively zero yields on
short term money market instruments) because, for reasons discussed earlier, private agents have anticipated
deflation and hence “hoarded” money (the share of global portfolios held as money greatly increased after 2008,
more than doubling in the US alone). For this application, imagine that the US, EU and Japan are in liquidity
traps and hence cannot use conventional monetary policy to further target their price levels.
Table 6. Closure choices and policy regimes
In each case, holding fixed or exogenous one of:
Labour market
Government
Monetary target

Nominal wage

W

Labour use

L

Nominal expenditure

G

Fiscal surplus

SG=T-G

Monetary base

MB

Consumer price level

PC

GDP price level

PY

Producer price level

PP

Exchange rate

E

Their economies are subjected to a set of pessimism shocks. Deflation, by five per cent, is expected in the GDP
price, π Ye , which induces money hoarding via (10), and in the consumer price, π Ce , which affects consumption
via (A6). The money hoarding raises the price of money relative to goods and hence brings the expectation to
fruition. This is exacerbated in the experiment by the addition of other pessimism shocks, including an expected
10 per cent decline in nominal disposable income, Y De , which also affects consumption via (A6) and a two per
cent decline in the net rate of return on installed capital, rCe , which affects investment via (3). For these
pessimism shocks, the closures required and the detailed shock statements are listed in software format in
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Appendix B.
4.1 Pessimism Shocks Only
As indicated in the summary provided in Table 7, the resulting deflation is shared roughly equally across the
three large advanced economies and it is transmitted at slightly lower rates to the regions maintaining fixed
nominal exchange rates with the US, China and the Rest of the World. While Australia’s monetary target is the
producer price level, changes in the distribution of consumption across home and imported products that are
associated with its real appreciation cheapen consumer goods slightly. The pessimistic regions suffer real
depreciations against the others, as expected, though that of the US is by far the largest. This is because the
associated financial outflows are proportionally larger from the US and so the US current account deficit falls by
more. The contraction in aggregate demand in the pessimistic regions causes substantial reductions in their own
and in global economic activity and employment. Their collective households are unambiguously worse off as a
consequence. Because other regions benefit from an increase in investment expenditure, as portfolios rebalance
out of the pessimistic regions’ assets, and hence their real exchange rates appreciate, they enjoy a favourable
shift in their terms of trade. This raises net welfare in both China and Australia slightly.
Table 7. Pessimistic expectations in liquidity trapped US, EU and Japan: simulation resultsa
% change

US

EU(26)

Japan

China

Australia

RoW

0.0b

0.0b

0.0b

-1.1

0.2

-1.9

Consumer price level, PC

-1.9

-2.3

-2.5

-1.1

-0.2

-1.1

Producer price level, PP

-2.4

-2.1

-2.5

-0.7

0.0b

-0.9

GDP price level, PY

-2.8

-2.8

-2.6

-0.6

0.0

-0.8

Nominal exch rate v US, E

0.0

1.3

1.4

0.0b

-0.6

0.0b

Real exch rate v US, e

0.0

1.3

1.6

2.3

2.3

2.1

Real bond yield, r

-0.8

-0.7

-0.4

0.4

-0.3

1.3

Nominal bond yield, r+ πYe

-5.7

-5.7

-5.4

0.4

-0.3

1.3

1.1

0.3

0.3

-1.0

-0.6

-0.8

Real consumption, c

-4.1

-3.4

-2.8

1.0

0.6

0.8

Real investment, I/PP

0.6

0.4

0.9

1.2

1.5

0.5

Labour use, L

-2.9

-2.6

-3.1

-1.0

0.0c

-1.2

Real GDP, y=Y/PY

-0.5

-0.5

-0.6

-0.3

0.0c

-0.3

-1.0

-0.7

0.2

0.3

0.0

US, EU, Japan liquidity trap (MB fixed)
Monetary base, MB
Prices and exchange rates

Interest rates

Balance of payments
Change in CA, %GDP
Real volumes

Purchasing power of income at consumer prices
Welfare, Y/PC

-1.5

Note. a These results are generated by the Gempack-Rungem software from the closures and shocks listed in Appendix 2.
b These are targets of monetary policy.
c These are the direct consequences of targeting producer price levels.

4.2 The Monetary Policy Offset in the US, EU and Japan
The second simulation imagines that the same pessimistic shocks occur but the power of conventional monetary
policy is not exhausted (there is a transition to unconventional monetary policy that allows continued expansions
in liquidity). This allows the central banks of all three pessimistic regions to target their producer prices and
thereby hold employment and real GDP constant. The rise in liquidity required to achieve this, however, is
massive, as suggested by the results presented in Table 8. These large annual monetary expansions then demand
similarly large expansions by the fixed parity regions, China and the Rest of the World. Even Australia must
undertake a considerable monetary expansion as money demand rises with the dramatic world-wide fall in
interest rates. Essentially, by sustaining their employment through liquidity expansion, the pessimistic regions
keep up their saving levels, but these savings are largely directed abroad due to the pessimism of their collective
households. Current account balances therefore tend to shift toward surplus in the pessimistic regions and toward
deficit in the others, with very large inflows going into China and Australia and large increases in investment
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there. This raises formal sector employment and real GDP in the parity regions, China and the Rest of the World.
They and Australia have large real appreciations that also engender improvements in their terms of trade. This
dominates the welfare bottom line, which sees the pessimistic regions worse off and the others considerably
better off (Note 18).
Table 8. Pessimistic expectations in the US, EU and Japan with activist monetary policy: simulation resultsa
% change

US

EU(26)

Japan

China

Australia

RoW

7.1

12.7

Effective monetary policy in US, EU and Japan, targeting producer price levels
Monetary base, MB

10.7

10.2

11.8

16.5

Prices and exchange rates
Consumer price level, PC

1.4

-0.5

2.1

3.8

-5.0

3.6

Producer price level, PP

0.0b

0.0b

0.0b

6.3

0.0b

4.1

GDP price level, PY

-0.7

-0.8

-0.3

6.0

0.8

3.8

Nominal exch rate v US, E

0.0

4.4

-2.3

0.0b

15.1

0.0b

Real exch rate v US, e

0.0

4.3

-1.9

6.8

16.9

4.6

Real bond yield, r

-14.9

-14.1

-16.0

-12.7

-10.5

-12.3

Nominal bond yield, r+ πYe

-19.2

-18.4

-20.2

-12.7

-10.5

-12.3

2.2

-0.1

3.0

-2.5

-9.0

-0.9

Real consumption, c

-5.9

-2.9

-6.0

2.3

15.1

-0.3

Real investment, I/PP

2.4

7.2

-4.8

12.6

13.8

12.8

Labour use, L

0.0c

0.0c

0.0c

8.7

0.0c

5.4

c

c

c

2.2

0.0c

1.2

-2.3

4.5

6.1

1.5

Interest rates

Balance of payments
Change in CA, %GDP
Real volumes

Y

Real GDP, y=Y/P

0.0

0.0

0.0

Purchasing power of income at consumer prices
Welfare, Y/PC

-2.1

-0.2

Note. a These results are generated by the Gempack-Rungem software from the closures and shocks listed in Appendix 2.
b These are targets of monetary policy.
c These are the direct consequences of targeting producer price levels.

4.3 Monetary Response in Only the US
To gauge the extent of strategic interaction between the large economies it is useful to simulate the pessimism
shocks with a monetary response (the resort to unconventional monetary policy) only in the US. The results for
this case are presented in Table 9. The monetary expansion required for the US to restore full employment only
in its domestic economy is smaller than what would be required in concert with the EU and Japan. Yet this
expansion depresses US interest rates by considerably more than those in the EU and Japan. This directs US
saving, which is boosted by the full employment achieved by its monetary expansion, out to the EU and Japan.
The resulting financial flows see a contracting US current account (CA) deficit while the current accounts of the
EU and Japan shift substantially toward deficit.
Table 9. Pessimistic expectations in the US, EU and Japan with active monetary policy only in the USa
% change

US

EU(26)

Japan

China

Australia

RoW

10.7

2.4

9.9

Effective monetary policy in the US only, targeting the producer price level
Monetary base, MB

5.8

0.0

0.0

Prices and exchange rates
Consumer price level, PC

2.3

-8.2

-6.4

6.4

-1.7

5.6

Producer price level, PP

0.0b

-4.5

-4.3

5.3

0.0b

4.3

GDP price level, PY

-1.0

-3.5

-4.2

4.6

0.3

3.7

Nominal exch rate v US, E

0.0

16.7

17.9

0.0b

10.3

0.0b

Real exch rate v US, e

0.0

13.8

14.1

5.7

11.7

4.8

Interest rates
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Real bond yield, r

-6.7

-2.8

-4.0

-6.7

-3.6

-7.8

Nominal bond yield, r+ πYe

-11.4

-7.6

-8.8

-6.7

-3.6

-7.8

3.7

-3.8

-3.6

1.1

-3.4

1.4

Real consumption, c

-8.4

6.7

2.4

-4.3

4.8

-3.9

Real investment, I/PP

-1.8

5.5

6.1

5.6

5.4

7.2

Labour use, L

0.0c

-5.4

-5.2

7.3

0.0c

5.7

Real GDP, y=Y/PY

0.0c

-1.0

-0.9

1.9

0.0c

1.3

4.1

1.4

0.2

2.0

-0.5

Balance of payments
Change in CA, %GDP
Real volumes

Purchasing power of income at consumer prices
Welfare, Y/PC

-3.3

Note. a These results are generated by the Gempack-Rungem software from the closures and shocks listed in Appendix 2.
b These are targets of monetary policy.
c These are the direct consequences of targeting producer price levels.

This causes considerable US nominal and real depreciations that are largest against the EU and Japan. On the
one hand, this means that the EU and Japan enjoy large improvements in their terms of trade, which enhances
their welfare, but on the other, the levels of deflation in their economies are enlarged by the US action. This
causes larger contractions in employment and GDP than would have occurred without the US action.
Given that the high social costs of unemployment the outcome for the EU and Japan is clearly inferior to both
the case with no monetary responses and the case in which all three pessimistic regions move to unconventional
monetary policy. The strategic interaction between these economies therefore has a coordination element under
which equilibria require either coordinated inaction or coordinated responses. Evidence that this coordination,
suggested by uniformly active monetary policy in the three large regions, is other than merely induced by first
movers motivated by domestic criteria only, is weak (Ostry 2014). Active coordination is constrained in reality
by uncertainty and disagreements over the effects of monetary policy and by asymmetries in country size and the
scale of spill-overs.
5. Conclusion

The global macroeconomic game between the four largest economies is reviewed, showing its strategic nature,
particularly since the graduation of China. A model is proposed for capturing the short run elements of this game.
The model has conventional structure, though it embodies complete bilateral matrices of both trade and
investment flows and a variety of direct and indirect tax instruments. It is applied comparative statically.
The model is illustrated with an application to pessimistic (deflationary) expectations and monetary policy
responses in the US, the EU and Japan. The scenario considered has portfolio holders anticipating disposable
income declines and continued deflation in the US, the EU and Japan, and their central banks are hamstrung by
liquidity traps and so are effectively targeting the money supply. The pessimism then gives rise to the deflation
that it anticipates and there are substantial negative real effects in all three regions. If, on the other hand, the
central banks of the pessimistic regions are able to undertake further monetary expansion via unconventional
means their levels of employment and real GDP can be restored. The pessimism nonetheless drives considerable
financial outflows that see other regions enjoy rising investment and employment and improvements in their
terms of trade.
If, however, only the US offers a monetary response to the pessimism shocks then the implications for the EU
and Japan are inferior to those when no region is able to respond or when all regions respond. This suggests
elements of coordination game structure amongst the big four economies in which equilibria are characterised by
either collective action or inaction. Increasingly, the advent of China in this group will ensure that coordination
pressures extend to Chinese government policy.
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Notes

Note 1. See Bernanke (2005), Chinn and Ito (2007), Choi et al. (2008) and Ito (2009), Arora et al. (2014).
Note 2. This consequence is the focus of the extensive literature on international policy coordination. Classic and
recent contributions include those by Corden (1985), Mundell (1997), Eichengreen (2013) and Taylor (2013).
Note 3. For a discussion of the transition to inward-focussed growth see Tyers (2014).
Note 4. This is the focus of recent papers by Tyers et al. (2013) and Arora et al. (2014).
Note 5. While this is true as a rule of thumb, housing investment can be sensitive to short rates in economies
where most mortgage contracts have variable rates. The assumption that investment financing depends on the
long maturity market is accurate in a comparative sense and it is a useful abstraction.
Note 6. This is akin to the shift in the centre of gravity of the global economy toward Asia, from coordination via
the G7 to the G20 (Klein and Salvatore 2013).
Note 7. This long run pattern is also observable in the long yields of the other advanced economies (Arora et al.,
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2014).
Note 8. Its origins in petroleum markets are analyzed by Arora and Tyers (2011).
Note 9. It is notable that China’s monetary base is large compared with the others, which is likely due to reduced
money creation by China’s commercial banks in response to such restrictions as high reserve to deposit ratios.
Note 10. Of course, one clear rationale for QE on the part of the US Federal Reserve is that the substitution will
be away from US bonds to US equities. And this has happened too. Much less is said by the Fed about the
international effects.
Note 11. The Australian dollar, for example, is the resource currency of an outsider economy that is not a default
risk and that has not engaged in aggressive monetary expansion. Return-seeking financial flows from the QE
economies have therefore boosted its value in the post-GFC period.
Note 12. A high degree of long bond market integration, at least across advanced economies, is established by
Arora et al. (2014).
Note 13. Expectations are exogenous in the model and are formed over future values of home nominal
disposable income, the rate of inflation, the real rate of return on home assets and bilateral real exchange rate
alignment.
Note 14. The EU is modeled as the full 26 and it is assumed that this collective has a single central bank.
Note 15. The producer price level is the factory door price of the regional good, which differs in this model from
the GDP price level due to indirect taxation. See Appendix 1 for an explanation of this.
Note 16. The manager does not re-optimise over total holdings every year. This is because the model is
deterministic and risk is incorporated only via exogenous premia, so the motivations for continuous short run
rebalancing, other than the arrival of new saving, are not represented.
Note 17. Note that region i’s market bond yield, ri, is determined concurrently and indicates the replacement cost
of capital in region i and therefore the opportunity cost for region i’s household of investment in region j.
Note 18. This pattern reflects observed changes in the global economy in the post-GFC period and it helps to
explain the role of financial outflows from the large advanced economies in the persistence of Australia’s high
real exchange rate despite moderation in its terms of trade. The opposite of these shocks are also feasible,
however, as the US and Japanese economies recover and pessimism recedes there. These results suggest such
changes will be unambiguously bad for Australian welfare.
Note 19. Multiple shocks can be applied simultaneously, though it should be recalled that the further from the
initial equilibrium the software is forced to look for a solution the more difficult it is to find one and the less
accurate is the solution obtained.
Note 20. US currency is the numeraire in the model.
Note 21. In the model database, direct transfers are netted from direct tax revenue, so that T-G is the true fiscal
surplus.
Appendix A
Model Analytics–The Conventional Components and Parameters

Key financial relationships are given in the main text. This appendix lists the more standard details of the
model’s specification.
Output is assumed to be Cobb-Douglas in the three primary factors, so that, for regions i, local output and the
marginal product of capital are:
L

S

K

yi = AiY Lβi i Siβi Kiβi , MPi K = βiK

yi  Y K βiS βiK −1  βL
L , βiL + βiS + βiK = 1 ∀i
= Ai βi Si Ki
 i
Ki 

(A1)

The real volume of output, y, is distinguished from nominal GDP, Y = PYy, where PY is the GDP price level
(deflator). The real production wages of unskilled and skilled workers depend conventionally on the
corresponding marginal products.
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Here the upper case wages are nominal and the lower case real and PP is the producer price level.
Both direct and indirect tax revenues, TD and TI, play key roles in the formulation. GDP at factor cost (or
producer prices), YFC, is the total of direct payments to the collective household in return for the use of its factors.
Region i’s nominal GDP is then
FC

FC

Yi = Yi + Ti I , Yi = Ci + Ti D + SiP
(A3)
This is the standard disposal identity for GDP, or the collective household budget, where C is the total value of
final consumption expenditure, including indirect taxes paid, and SP is private saving. The GDP price, PY, and
the producer price, PP, would be the same were it not for indirect taxes. In their presence we have:

Yi = PiY yi = Pi P yi + Ti I , so that PiY = Pi P +

Ti I
yi

(A4)

A1. Direct Tax
Constant marginal direct tax rates, tW and tK, apply to all labour and capital income. The corresponding “powers”
of these rates are τ L = ( 1 + t L ) and τ K = ( 1 + t K ) and total direct tax revenue is:

(

)

Ti D = tiL Wi Lk + Wi S Si + tiK Pi P MPi K K i
I

(A5)

Indirect tax revenue, T , depends on consumption and trade and so it will emerge later.
A2. Consumption
Aggregate consumption expenditure, C, is a nominal sum but real consumption behaviour is motivated by real
incomes and the real interest rate. Real consumption, (lower case) c, depends negatively on the real after-tax
return on savings (the home bond yield, r) and positively on both current and expected future real disposable
income:
− ε iCR

ε iCY

ε iCY



Yi De


(A6)
Ce 
 C

 Pi 1 + π i  
where the expected inflation rate of the consumer price level is π Ce . To capture the home household’s
substitution between home and foreign products, real aggregate consumption in region i is a CES composite of
region i’s consumption of products from all regions:
 r 
C
ci = Ci = AiC  Ki 
Pi
τi 

 Yi D 
 C
 Pi 

−

1


 θi
ci =   α ij cij−θi 
(A7)
 j

The home household then chooses its mix of consumed products to minimise consumption expenditure in a way
that accounts for home indirect tax rates, foreign export taxes and differing foreign product prices and exchange
rates:

Ci = PiC ci = Pi Pτ iC cii +

τ
j

C M X
P
i τ i τ j cij Pj

Ej

(A8)

Ei

C
M
where τ i , τ i and τ jX are, respectively, the powers of region i’s consumption and import taxes and the region

of origin, j’s export tax. Ei is region i’s nominal exchange rate, measured as US$ per unit of home currency (Note
20).
Optimum consumption is consistent with an elasticity of substitution between home and foreign products of
σ i = 1 / ( 1 + θi ) . The Marshallian demands are then:
−σ i

(

)

−σ

i
C M P
Ci τ i τ i Pj E j Ei 
 ,i ≠ j
(A9)
, cij = αij C 
cii = αii

Pi 
PiC


Given these consumption volumes, the composite price of all consumption, or the consumer price level, emerges
from the substitution of (A7) and (A9) in (A8) as:

σi

Ci  Pi Pτ iC 


PiC  PiC 

σi
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PiC = τ iC α iiσ i Pi P


A3. The Global Product Balance
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Each region’s product is differentiated from the others and so global product balance stems from a version of the
expenditure identity in real volume terms:

yi =

Ii + Gi
+  c ji
Pi P
j

(A11)

where the final term is the sum of real consumption and real exports. Neither investors nor the government pay
indirect taxes on their expenditure and so the price they face for the home product is the producer price, PP. This
equation solves indirectly for the producer prices.
A4. Private Saving

Households receive income amounting to GDP at factor cost, YFC. Their disposable nominal income is this sum
less direct tax (A5), and private saving is what remains after consumption expenditure (A8) is further deducted.

Yi D = Pi P yi − Ti D , SiP = Yi D − Ci

(A12)

A5. Indirect Tax Revenue

This includes revenue from consumption, import and export taxes:

TiC = tiC  Pi P cii +



Ti M

Ej 


E
i
j

E
j
= tiM M i , M i =
τ Xj cij PjP
E
i
j ≠i
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M X
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i τ j cij Pj



Ti X = tiX X i ,

Xi =

c

ji Pi

P

j

Ti I = TiC + Ti M + Ti X , Ti = Ti D + Ti I

(A13)

(A14)
(A15)
(A16)

A6. Government and Total Domestic Saving

This is government revenue less government expenditure, both measured net of direct transfers. To simplify the
demand side, spending by the government is assumed to be directed only at home goods (Note 21). It pays no
taxes and so faces the home producer price PP. Total domestic saving is then the sum of private and government
savings in the home economy, in home currency.

SiD = SiP + SiG = SiP + T D + T I − G

(A17)

A7. Balance of Payments

The sum of net inflows of payments on the current account and net inflows on the capital and financial accounts,
measured in a single (home) currency is zero:
Ej 

S D
X i − M i +   i Sji S Dj
(A18)
 −  ( iij Si ) = 0, ∀i ≠ " US "
Ei  j ≠ i
j ≠i 
Balance in the US is implied by balance in all the other regions. These equations determine the nominal
exchange rates and, since these are defined relative to the US$, that for the US is always unity ( EUS = 1) .

A8. Real Exchange Rate

Each region has a real exchange rate relative to the US that is the rate of exchange between regional product
bundles. With the regions specified as single product economies this measure parallels the terms of trade. Both
real and nominal exchange rates are expressed according to the financial convention, so that an appreciation is a
rise in value.
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(A19)

A9. Parameters

Finally, a complete list of the behavioural parameters used in the model is provided in Table A1.
Table A1. Parameters
US

EU(26)

Japan

China

Australia

RoW

Labour, βL

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.26

0.18

0.24

Skill, βS

0.47

0.47

0.47

0.24

0.47

0.21

Capital, βK

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.50

0.35

0.55

0.02

0.02

0.13

0.04

0.10

0.07

tC

0.20

0.40

0.05

0.20

0.10

0.15

tM

0.15

0.43

0.11

0.19

0.11

0.31

tX

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Production sharesa

Income tax ratesb
tL= tS= tK
Indirect tax ratesc

Money parametersd
Reserve ratio, ρ

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.15

0.05

0.10

Cash ratio, μ

0.08

0.10

0.17

0.21

0.10

0.20

c to r, εCR

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

0.10

c to YD, εCY

0.94

1.03

0.82

0.93

1.25

0.88

cij/cik to PCij/PCik, σi

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

Elasticities

Saving iSij to ri/rj, σIi

15.0

15.0

15.0

15.0

15.0

5.0

Investment, Ii to rCi/ri, εIi

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Premium to G/T, ϕi

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

mD to y, εMY

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

mD to (r+πe), εMR

0.60

0.60

0.60

0.60

0.60

0.60

Note. a Production shares are based on demographic and occupational data from Tyers and Bain (2006), as well as estimates of factor incomes
and capital stocks from the GTAP Database.
b These income tax rates are lower than observed because direct transfers and sovereign debt service are deducted from income tax revenue so
that observed fiscal balances are consistent with T-G, where G includes only expenditure on goods and services.
c Although export taxes appear in the modelling, no values are applied since such taxes are usually very indirect. To infer the rates for other
indirect taxes, approximate rates are initially chosen for the consumption tax rate and the import tax rate is then determined for consistency with
the data on indirect tax revenue. In regions where other indirect taxes are major contributors to revenue, this tends to inflate the values of tC and
tM.
d The money parameters are crude characterisations, made on the assumption that the EU behaves as if it had a single central bank to cover all
26 members. Money demand parameters stem from a survey of estimates used in other models (including McKibbin and Wilcoxen 1995, Knell
and Stix, 2003 and Teles and Zhou 2005).
e Consumption elasticities are consistent with a variety of estimates in use in other models, both of marginal propensities and elasticities
(including McKibbin and Wilcoxen 1995 and Jin 2011).

Appendix B
Experimental Closures and Shocks

Closures required to implement the experiments discussed in the text are detailed in Table A2, while the shocks
are detailed in Table A3. The model code and working software are available on request from the author.
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Table B1. Closures: choices of exogenous variablesa
Liquidity traps in the US, the EU and Japan

Unconstrained conventional monetary policy

Labour market closure:

Labour market closure:

p_WN ! Nominal production wage, W
p_LD ! Employment of prodn workers, L
Fiscal policy closure:

p_WN ! Nominal production wage, W
p_LD ! Employment of production workers, L
Fiscal policy closure:

p_GN ! Nominal govt expenditure, G

p_GN ! Nominal government expenditure, G
p_SGN ! Government surplus, SG

p_SGN ! Government surplus, SG
Monetary policy targets:

Monetary policy targets:
Producer prices, PP

Producer prices, PP
p_PP("US")

p_PP("US")

p_PP("EU")

p_PP("EU")

p_PP("Japan")

p_PP("Japan")

p_PP("China")

p_PP("China")

p_PP("Australia")

p_PP("Australia")

p_PP("RoW")

p_PP("RoW")

Monetary base, MB

Monetary base, MB

p_MB("US")

p_MB("US")

p_MB("EU")

p_MB("EU")

p_MB("Japan")

p_MB("Japan")

p_MB("China")

p_MB("China")

p_MB("Australia")

p_MB("Australia")

p_MB("RoW")

p_MB("RoW")

Nominal exchange rate (non-US)b, E

Nominal exchange rate (non-US)b, E

p_EN("EU")

p_EN("EU")

p_EN("Japan")

p_EN("Japan")

p_EN("China")

p_EN("China")

p_EN("Australia")

p_EN("Australia")

p_EN("RoW")

p_EN("RoW")

Note. a These are commands required for solution by Gempack. Here the Rungem freeware format is used. Exclamation marks indicate lines
are unread and retained here for clarity concerning the available exogenous variables, including the possible targets of monetary policy. The
leading “p_” indicates percentage change.
b All exchange rates are defined relative to the US$, so there are just five.

Table B2. Pessimistic expectation shocks in the US, EU and Japana
Shocks (%) to Exogenous Expectational Variables
Consumer price inflation, which affects consumption, via IN F E = 1 + π
Shock p_INFE("US") = -5;

Ce

Shock p_INFE("EU") = -5;
Shock p_INFE("Japan") = -5;
GDP price inflation, which affects money demand, via R N F E = 1 + π

Ye

Shock p_RNFE("US") = -5;
Shock p_RNFE("EU") = -5;
Shock p_RNFE("Japan") = -5;
Expected future nominal disposable income, Y D N E = Y
Shock p_YDNE(“US”) = -10;

De

Shock p_YDNE(“EU”) = -10;
Shock p_YDNE(“Japan”) = -10;
Expected future net rate of return on installed capital, factor on R C E
Shock p_RC_EXP("US") = -2;

E X P = rCe

Shock p_RC_EXP("EU") = -2;
Shock p_RC_EXP("Japan") = -2;
Note. a These are commands required for solution by Gempack. Here again the Rungem freeware format is used. The leading “p_” indicates
percentage change.
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